
Hera II technical

Production number 739 from 1989. The mast itself is 14.0 m so we have the tall rig.
Outboard lock 1705.
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In case of problems, contact Ionion Marina. They have connections in many places and can
advise where to get help. Tel 26820 24305.

This document written by Jens Havskov, jens.havskov@gmail.com, 00 47 99 72 92 71

Last updated May 2022
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Start and stop
Before starting the motor, the two main battery switches under the stairs must be turned on. The
motor is started from the motor instrument panel in the cockpit. First press on/off and when the
motor check is finished and the alarm sounds, press start. Stop the motor with Stop and then
on/off.

Motor control panel
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The motor seems to run very smoothly at 1800-2000 RPM where it uses about 2.9l/hour. The
approximate speed with the motor at different RPM is:

RPM Speed

1100 5.3

1200 5.4

1300 5.5

1400 5.8

1500 6.0

1600 6.1

1700 6.4

1800 6.6

1900 6.7

2000 6.8

2500 7.2

At 1100-1500 RPM, there is some cavitation noise from the propeller. The most vibration free
RPM is at 1000 and 1600-1900.Considering the problems we have had with loose bolts, try to
use most vibration free RMS.

Sailing
The boat has an Autoprop so when sailing the propeller must be prevented from rotating. This is
usually done by putting the gear in forward. In some cases it must be put in reverse. NB: More
should be added on sails and sailing.

Anchoring
When anchoring, use an anchor hook to relieve the strain on the winch (front) and winch and
bathing platform (back). It is particularly important at the back since the platform is not made to
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hold the boat in anything other than the most quiet conditions. There is an anchor hook for 6mm
and one for 10mm chain, respectively, see photo below.

If anchor lines are crossed, we have a useful tool to untangle the lines, better than just a rope,
see below.

Anchor hooks for 6 and 10mm chain (left) and tool to untangle crossed anchor lines (right)..

Diesel
The main diesel tank is located in the keel. It contains 150 l. The spare diesel tank is located
under the left bunk (90 l). The motor operates from the main tank and the diesel from the spare
tank can be moved to the main tank by opening a valve just next to the spare tank. Currently
there is suspicion that there is a leak in the connection between the two so do not use the spare
tank. The two tanks are filled from midship, left side, front for the spare tank and back for the
main tank. Both tanks have a gauge. The main tank now has a new sensor (April 2019) and
should show the correct level. Since the gauge is a few cm from the bottom, there is still some
left when showing empty. When the gauge shows ¼ there is about 50l left. The gauge for the
spare tank seems ok. The intention is to use both tanks so old diesel is not kept in the spare
tank.

The diesel goes through a prefilter with a water cup at the bottom, so it is easy to see if there is
any water in the diesel, see figure below. From the prefilter, the diesel goes to the diesel feeder
pump which contains a strainer. This could also be blocked but it is unlikely now that we have a
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prefilter. The strainer can be taken out and cleaned. After the feeder pump, the diesel goes
through the fine filter mounted on the motor. Surplus diesel after the diesel pump goes back to
the diesel tank.

If you run out of diesel in the main tank, put diesel from the spare tank (if used) and bleed the
system. Open the bleeding screw and use the hand pump to pump until diesel comes out
without air bubbles. The bleeding screw (10 mm) is not as shown in the manual but is seen in
problems section.

Diesel pre-filter, under the stairs.
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The main diesel tank with hoses. The wire to the left is to the gauge for diesel level, the thick
hose to the left is the air vent, the thin hose to the right top is the connection to the prefilter and
the one below, the return from the motor.

Manual pump for the tank
The bottom of the diesel tank will accumulate dirt and water. This can be pumped up with a
manual pump located in the cupboard below stairs, see figure below.
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Manual pump for pumping up diesel from the bottom of the tank. Open the valve at the bottom
of the pump before using.
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Communication
The VHF in the cockpit has been programmed with our MMSI number 257 035 130. Since the
VHF also has a GPS built in, the radio is ready for sending out an emergency call with our MMSI
number and position by pressing the emergency button. The radio is also receiving AIS
(Automatic Identification System) signals from other ships. This information is sent on to the
plotter but also displayed on the VHF screen, where information from the other ships can be
seen.
The VHF has DSC so it will sometimes receive alarms, mostly from the coastguard. The alarm
is cancelled by pushing the large channel button.

In addition there is a handheld VHF under the chart table. It is operating on normal batteries and
the batteries must be taken out when not in use since the VHF otherwise will drain the batteries.

Motor
The motor is Volvo penta D2-55 with gearbox MS25A from 2015. The gearbox has a gear ratio
of 1:2.23. The propeller axis is 30 mm, taper 1:10, woodruff key=10x60mm, propeller is right
hand drive. The gearbox was put in new in 2018, broke, and new put in in 2019.
The motor should use very little motor oil and it should not be necessary to add oil for around
50-100 hours. The gearbox should not use oil at all.The oil mark is 1cm from the bottom of the
pin. IT IS USING THE SAME KIND OF OIL AS THE MOTOR, NOT HEAVY GEAR OIL. Do not
add oil if you are not sure what you are doing. Too much oil in the gearbox will ruin it. The
cooling liquid should be between min and max. It seems that if the level is near max, the motor
uses the liquid while if the level is near the minimum (see picture below), it does not consume
liquid. So keep it low.
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Cooling liquid near the minimum mark, the yellow metal pin sticking out.

Water
The boat has 2 tanks. The main tank contains 300 l and the spare tank 50 l. The main tank has
a gauge and it seems not to be correct. Earlier it was noticed that it only started to move when
70l was left in the tank. The spare tank has no gauge. The main tank is filled from the right hand
side of the boat and the spare tank from the front. The spare tank is located in front of the boat
and is higher than the main tank, which is in the keel. In order to use the spare tank, the water
must flow to the main tank by opening the valve under the floor in the front cabin.

Location of valve for spare tank
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Toilet

The toilet has a holding tank of about 40l. The toilet only functions properly if regularly
maintained: Put in cooking oil and suck it into the pump until it operates smoothly. The
schematics for the system is shown below. With the main valve closed and the outlet valve
open, output from the toilet can go to the tank or the sea depending on the position of the 3-way
valve. If the toilet valve is perfect, no backflow into the toilet will occur. But if not perfect,
backflow can happen from sea or tank depending on the position of the 3-way valve. Then the
3-way valve must be turned to the sea and the outlet valve closed.
Deposits will build up quickly if there is a mixture of urine and seawater in the hoses and valves,
so when flushing urine, flush completely. The system should be cleaned regularly by putting in
vinegar when the toilet is not used for some time.

Schematics of the toilet system. With the main valve closed and the outlet valve open, output
from the toilet can go to the tank or the sea depending on the position of the 3-way valve.
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Toalet system. The red valve is the main valve and the white valve the 3-way valve. It is shown
in the overboard position. The outlet valve is not seen and is at the floor.

How to empty the holding tank: Open the main valve and the outlet valve.

Safety

Life vests
All vests are under the right hand bunk in the front cabin. There are 8 wests in total. 3 vests
have a built-in harness and there are 2 children's vests, one of size 15-30 kg and one of 30-40
kg.

Liferaft

The liferaft is a Seago 6 person ISO 9650-2 which means it is certified for offshore use. It is
equipped with supplies for 24 hr (water etc). The liferaft was new as of April 2018 and serviced
May 2022..

Smoke detector
Located in the main cabin away from the kitchen to avoid alarms when cooking. It has a 5 year
battery so should last until 2024.
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Gas detector
Located under the stairs. It is permanently on when the service battery is on. Its fuse is behind
the wall with the main switches. The detector should be replaced by 2025.The old gas detector
does not work and has been disconnected but not yet removed.

Gas detector (right) and smoke detector (left).

VHF emergency call
The VHF has an emergency button. Lift the red lid and push the button and a Mayday and the
position of the boat and boat name  will be transmitted. Wait for a response on channel 16.

Location of valves through the hull
In case of water coming in, it is important to know where all valves are. All valves, except from
the kitchen sink (used for cooling the fridge), are now composite so no more corrosion.

There are 6 valves. From the front:
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Water to toilet, under floor of front cabin. Also seen is the depth sensor (left) and the speed
sensor (front). The loose plastic tube has a plug to put into the speed sensor hole when the
speed sensor is taken out for cleaning. The cables are for the bow thruster.

From toilet sink, under the sink
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From toilet and holding tank

Drain from deck, left side, in cupboard below instrument panel.
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Drain from the kitchen sink, below the cupboard. This is a special hull fitting used for cooling the
fridge. It was not changed to composite.
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For cooling water, in the motor room.

All valves should be turned once during each visit to avoid that they become fixed.

Wood plugs for a broken valve are located under the chart table seat.

Bilge pumps
There are 2 bilge pumps, one electric and one manual. Both are placed over the diesel tank.
The bilge pump can be put in automatic operation or manual operation. In automatic operation
there is a level switch at the bottom of the bilge so the pump starts automatically when the water
level is more than about 10 cm. The electric pump is connected directly to the service battery so
when the main breaker is off, it still works. When leaving the boat for longer periods it should be
on automatic mode.
There are no spares for any of the pumps. The manual pump might clog up but it is easy to
dismantle and clean.
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The manual pump is yellow and the electric pump is on the back wall. The handle for the
manual pump is on the wall to the left (not seen).

Electrical system
The system is based on the original HR installation with the addition of new circuit breakers.
The original system had fuses, the modified did not, now fuses have been added again. All
original lamps and lanterns have been replaced with LED lamps.

The batteries are charged by the motor and the service battery in addition, by the solar panels.
In addition to the service battery, there are batteries for bow thruster, front winch and starter
motor. These batteries are only charged by the motor and the 220V power supply (shore
power). The service battery has a capacity of 200 Ah, the winch battery 120Ah, the start battery
80Ah and the bow thruster battery has 2, 70Ah batteries.The total battery capacity is therefore
high. The service battery is a lithium battery and therefore has a better capacity than a
conventional battery. The battery can be completely discharged without damage and it will
charge very rapidly. In the front there is no longer a need for different batteries for winch and
bow thruster, this is a legacy from the time with a 24V bow thruster. In the future they should be
replaced by one battery. That would also simplify the charging circuit. An overview of the
schematics is seen below. See figures of actual units later.
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Schematics of the electrical system. All units have a common negative ground.. The ampmeter
shunt is in the negative connection to the service battery so not as shown in figure on the
positive side. The two switches shown are the main switches under the stairs.
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Batteries
There are 4 sets of batteries, starter battery, batteries for the bow thruster, battery for front winch
and service battery. The starter battery and the service battery are in the rear cabin under the
bunks. The bow thruster and front winch batteries are under the bunks in the front. The service
battery and the starter battery can be turned off with the switches under the stairs, but the bow
thruster and front winch batteries are always on. The start battery is only used for motor start,
the bow thruster battery only for the bow thruster while the service battery is used for the rest
including the rear anchor winch.
The bow thruster battery and the front winch battery are located in the front to avoid power loss
with long cables.  The batteries could be better fixed!

Service battery, the shunt for the ampmeter is seen.

Left: Bow thruster batteries are under the plate. It is secured with a solid fuse of 400A and a
switch: Right: front winch battery.
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The battery separator and main switches are seen below. These are located in the motor room.

The battery separator (right), the two main switches (top), fuses for bilge pump, light over sink
and in the motor room and gas detector, switch for bilge pump (middle left) and common ground
(far left, not seen). Most of this was rewired by the electrician Svien used, August 2021.

To get access to the above elements in the motor room, a plate with insulation in front of the
switches must be removed first. The plate is fixed with two screws near the motor room door.
Remove the screws, pull the plate down a bit and then pull it out through the door.

Monitoring the voltage of the batteries
All batteries have a voltmeter for monitoring the voltage. The service battery has in addition an
ampmeter to measure current in or out of the battery. The starter, winch and bow thruster
battery voltmeters are located under the stairs and the voltmeters are turned on with a switch,
see figure below.
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The three voltmeters for monitoring thrust, winch and start batteries.

The connection of the 3 voltmeters under the stairs is seen below.

The connection of the three voltmeters under the stairs.
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The voltmeters are powered by the battery it is connected to to measure voltage. Remember to
turn off the voltmeters when not used since they will eventually drain the batteries when the
motor is not running (like 1-2 months).

The battery monitor for the service battery is located with the instrument panel with the switches,
see figure below.

The voltage and current in or out of the service battery. In the above example, the battery is
nearly fully charged (voltage is near maximum charging voltage) and only 0.6 A goes into the
battery. When current goes out of the battery, the ampere will show a minus sign.

The ampmeter requires an independent power source and is operated by a small DC-DC
converter.

The total current in or out of the service battery is measured by the ampmeter. So when the sun
is shining, it is usually positive, even with the fridge running while in the evening it will be
negative. When the motor is running after a long stop, it is seen that the charging current is
high. The ampmeter is a very useful tool to follow the charging and discharging of the service
battery. In addition, the voltmeter measures the voltage of the service battery directly so the
voltage shown is not affected by voltage loss in wires.
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State of charge of the batteries and charging voltage
The state of charge of a lead acid battery can be deduced from the unloaded voltage of the
battery. So, some time after the battery has been charged and little or, no current, is being used,
the battery voltage will show the state of charge approximately as

12.8   100 %
12.6    80%
12.4    60 %
12.2    40 %
12.0    20 %
11.8     0 %

The voltage is a bit dependent on the manufacturer of the battery and temperature. Standard
lead acid batteries, as used in Hera II, do not support many discharges below 20-40% so the
unloaded voltage should not drop much below 12.2V.

The lithium service battery behaves differently. It has a voltage of about 13.4V when 10%
discharged, 13.0V when 80% discharged and 12.5V when 90% discharged so the voltage drops
very little when discharging.

When the motor is running, the charging voltage should reach 14V or a bit more. If the voltage
remains below 13V, there is a problem with the charging system.

Solar panels
There are 3 solar panels: The main panel (120W) is mounted on a pole at the back end of the
boat and two small panels (35W together) are on the side below the windshield. They are
connected to the service battery through a MPPT (maximum power point tracking) regulator.
The connection is as shown below.
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Solar panel interconnection.

The diodes are installed to prevent one panel from leaking current into another and are often
built into the solar panel. It is unknown if the main panel has a diode but since the other 2 have
diodes, it should be ok.

The MPPT regulator will maximise the input power so the charging current will, most of the time,
be larger than the current given by the solar panels. This is because the panel gives out up to
20-21V output but the battery only needs 14V to charge. The regulator display gives information
about several parameters: Voltage at solar panel, current from solar panel, voltage at service
battery, charging current to service battery and total number of kwh charged since last reset.
The remaining parameters shown are not relevant since the output from the service battery is
not passing through the regulator.
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Solar panel regulator. The sockets below are for 12 to 220V converter power (top) and shore
power (bottom). Under the socket is seen the USB charger.

If the main solar panel is rotated to follow the sun about every 3 hours, it seems that the solar
panels will produce more power than needed even with the fridge running all the time.

If there is a lot of wind or when leaving the boat, put the panel in a horizontal position to
minimise the effect of the wind and maximise the charging.

Fuses
All (or nearly all) circuits are now protected by fuses. Most fuses are in the cupboard behind the
breaker panel, see figure below. Spare fuses are in a box in the cupboard behind the breaker
panel.  Some fuses in the main fuse  panel are used for several equipment units:

12V socket in bathroom: Cabin lights
Compass light: Breakers
Light in cockpit: VHF
12V socket in cockpit: Instruments COP.

In addition there are fuses located near some individual units:

Fridge: Located under the kitchen sink.
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Radio: It also has a fuse directly on the radio.
Bilge pump: located with the main switches.
12 to 220V converter: It has an external 50A automatic fuse and an internal fuse (150 A)
which cannot be replaced.
Shore power 220V to 12V output has two 40A automatic fuses sitting next to the power supply
and a solid fuse (unknown size).
Lights above sink and in the motor room, gas detector: Located with main switches for batteries.

Two fuse panels inside of the door with switches. Spare fuses are in the cupboard with the fuse
panels.
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Fuses for  winches and bow thruster

Solid 400A fuse for the bow thruster and its on-off switch. Located under the front left bunk.

The automatic fuse for the front winch is located on the wall in the front cabin.

Automatic fuse for front winch.

Stern winch: The automatic fuse is located in a box in the cupboard in the rear cabin.
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Automatic fuse for the stern winch, in the rear cabin cupboard.

Fridge
The fridge got a new compressor in July 2021. Apparently this compressor has different options
from the old compressor since only the green light works (and is on all the time) so it is not
possible to see if the compressor is running or not. It also seems that automatic and manual
settings are not the same as before. It seems that the manual setting works ok. Using the
manual setting, the temperature can be regulated between approximately -2 and 10 degrees.
The fridge has a fuse under the sink.. CURRENTLY IT SEEMS THAT THE THERMOSTAT
DOES NOT WORK. THERE IS NO SWITCH TO TURN IT OFF SO I ONLY STOPS IF MAIN
POWER IS TURNED OFF.
The temperature in the fridge can be seen on a small display.

Temperature of fridge ,it is about 3 degrees higher at the bottom.
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Car radio and outdoor thermometer
The radio is connected to all 4 speakers and is a standard FM radio with input from a memory
stick. The antenna is behind the radio. Next to the radio is the in and outdoor thermometer.

In and outdoor thermometer, radio and location of outdoor sensor in cockpit.

Bow thruster
This is operated from the cockpit. There is no longer an on off button so it is always on unless
the main switch isturned off.. The bow thruster is located inside the boat, new in 2020. It is a
Sleipner SE60. The power is 3100 W or 4.0 HP. The bow thruster has its own battery in the
front, left hand side. Currently it has 2 batteries in parallel.
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Bow thruster. In front is seen the flexible extra water tank.

220V converter
The 12 to 220V converter is located in the cupboard behind the 220V sockets. It is turned on
with a switch on its side. Use position 1, the other position is for automatic operation, which
requires a minimum load so it might not work for all equipment.
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The 12 to 220V AC converter. Note the position 1 to use, the green light will then be turned
on.The converter output is protected with a 50A automatic fuse seen to the right. On top is seen
the fuses on the 220V shore power input.

It has a nominal capacity of 800W and provides a pure sine wave output so it can be used with
all types of equipment.. The converter has an external 50A automatic fuse on the input and
there is a 150A internal fuse, which apparently cannot be replaced. Remember to turn the
converter off when not in use since it uses 0.5A with nothing connected. If the converter is
overloaded, it will shut down. DO NOT CONNECT THE VACUUM CLEANER OR HAIRDRYER
TO THE CONVERTER, it uses too much power. However, the current vacuum cleaner in the
boat can be used if you run at half power.
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Smaller loads can be operated for a long time. The small fan in the boat used 16W so about
1.5A so this would only drain 15Ah for 10 hours.
The converter is connected directly to the service battery without passing the main switch so
remember to turn it off when the service battery is disconnected.

Shore power

The shore power socket is located in the cockpit. It connects the 220V to the 12V power supply
located in the rear cupboard (next figure). 220V can then ONLY be taken out directly near the
instrument panel, see figure with solar panel regulator. There are some 220V sockets here and
there in the boat but they are not connected to shore power and remain from an earlier
installation, and should be removed. The shore power is connected through a fuse box, see
figure below.

Shore Power fuse box. To the left is a ground fault circuit interrupter, the middle fuse is for the 12V
charger and and the right to the boiler. Installed in August 2021.
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The 12V output from the power supply has a built in battery separator and can be connected to
3 independent batteries. It is connected to the service battery, the start battery and the front
winch battery (see electrical connection diagram).

12V power supply. The solid fuse (top right) to front winch battery charging and two automatic
fuses on the output to service battery and start battery are seen to the right.

Instruments
Most instruments to use when under way are located in the cockpit, see figure below.
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Instruments in the cockpit. From left: depth-speed, autopilot, plotter, VHF and wind.

Some of the instruments are turned on below with switch ‘Instrument COP’. This will give power
to the wind, depth, plotter and display of autopilot. For using the autopilot, an additional switch
must be turned on below. The VHF always has power.

Plotter
The plotter is turned on with a button lower right, then accept conditions. It will come up with the
screen it had when turned off, usually the map. If the home screen comes up (shows icons for
chart or sonar), press Chart to get the map or press top right icon to get chart and sonar
together.
The plotter uses C-map and it has been updated to the latest software (April 2018), however,
the manual is a bit older.
The plotter has been set up to always show north up and the position line (blue) in front of the
boat is 10 miles long. It will show the track followed with a red line. When the VHF is on, other
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ships with AIS will be shown as larger triangles pointing in the direction the ship moves. Some
map operations:

Zoom: use + and - buttons. It will zoom centred at the position of the crosshair.

Distance and direction from current position to another location: touch the screen and the cross
hair comes up and distance and direction are seen in the lower left corner.

Move the map: touch the screen and drag the map.

Put the boat in the middle of the screen and remove cross hair: touch ‘Clear cursor’ on top right
of screen.

Information on AIS targets: touch the ais symbol and the name or number of the ship is shown.
Touch the name or number, a page with full information comes up. The most important is CPA
(closest point of approach) which shows how close you pass the ship if both keep the same
speed and direction.

System controls: press on-off button shortly.

Our boat going west is shown with the small closed triangle. Behind is seen the red trace and in
front a part of the position line (blue). Below is a ship (AIS target) going east shown with an

open triangle and a dotted line.
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Sonar
If the plotter is showing the map, press the Home screen button (upper right hand corner) to get
option and then press Sonar on the screen. The sonar can also show fish.

Autopilot
When turned on, it will show standby. Fix the belt at the steering wheel and press auto and the
boat will continue in the current direction. To change course 1 or 10 degrees, press respective
buttons. The headings shown on the autopilot and the plotter will be a few degrees different due
to the autopilot showing magnetic north and the other true north. A larger difference can be
observed when sailing or when there is cross current since the boat then is moving sidewards.
The sensitivity of the autopilot can be adjusted from 1 to 9, the value when turned on is 5.
Unless it is very quiet, this is too sensitive and the motor will be working too much. To
temporarily change the sensitivity, press +1 and -1 at the same time and the adjustment screen
comes up. Press +1 or -1 increase or decrease the sensitivity, respectively. Sensitivity 2 or 3
seems to be a good choice in most cases.

Depth and log
On top is shown depth. If the depth is more than about 100 m, the depth display will start to
blink to indicate that depth cannot be measured. The sonar can measure several hundreds of
m’s depth. The display shows speed and at the bottom there can be different information. To
cycle through that, press trip. The speed is measured with a paddlewheel located in front of the
boat and the accuracy of the speed will depend on how dirty the wheel is so the log might have
to be adjusted frequently:

1  Press depth and speed buttons simultaneously for 2 seconds
2  Press speed button until CF (correction factor) comes up at the bottom, the factor is near 1.5
3  Adjust the factor with the trip and reset buttons
3  Return to main screen by pressing depth and speed buttons

The correct speed can be estimated from the GPS speed on the plotter. Assuming no current
the GPS speed will be the correct speed through the water. If current, but no wind, to get the
correct speed through the water motor in one heading, notice the GPS speed. Then motor the
opposite direction and notice the GPS speed. The correct speed through the water will be the
average of the two speeds.
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VHF
The VHF is turned on by pressing the pwr/vol button. It will then come up with the display it had
when turned off.

Changing channels: Turn the large round knob, channel 16 by pressing the red button shortly,
channel 9 by pressing longer. Or using the arrows on the handset.

Since the VHF has built-in GPS and AIS receivers, it can show SOG and COG and location of
other ships with AIS, independently of the plotter. To cycle through the two main displays, press
the AIS button.
The AIS display shows a small map (no contours) with North up. The arrow in the middle shows
which way the boat is moving. The two rings show the distance to the boat, often at 5 and 10
miles (easy to change with the soft keys (keys with a ‘-’). Other boats with AIS will be shown
with a small dot with a direction arrow to show in which direction they move. A list of the boats
with names, CPA etc can be displayed with the soft keys (see manual), but it is easier on the
plotter.
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VHF display corresponding to the plotter display above. In the middle is seen our boat going
west, just below is the ship (AIS target) going east also seen in the plotter figure above. In
addition there is another ship going west about 8 miles to the west. In this example, the VHF
has been set up to show all AIS targets 10 miles from our boat. The display shows position,
speed and heading.

Location of stuff

Bedclothes and towels

6 sheets
5 duvet covers
3 pillowcases
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12 towels

The above can be used by anybody provided it is left washed.

4 blankets
4 duvets

Spare parts
Many larger spare parts are located under the right bunk in the rear cabin, some under the left
bunk. Smaller parts are in the cupboard under the contact panel. Most electrical parts are in the
cupboard with the breakers including electrical tools like soldering iron, voltmeter etc. other
parts are:

Cupboard:

Parts for toilet
Wood screws
Gas regulator

Under right bunk:

Filters: Oil filter(1), diesel pre filter (2), diesel fine filter on motor (1).
Impellers (1)).
Belt for generator.
Pump for toilet.
Fresh water pump
Couplings for fresh water systems.
Wires
Extra cooling liquid
Anodes for propeller with screws and o-rings, nipple to grease propeller.
Grease gun for the propeller.
Oil pump to take out oil of gearbox or motor.
Pieces of wood and plywood.
Old propeller..
Dinghy repair material

Left bunk:

Some hoses.
Bits and pieces.
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Starter cables.
Wind scoop
Rat traps

Tools
Toolbox is in cupboard below switches
Larger tools or rarely used tools are in rear cabin, right hand bunk

Location of other stuff

Plugs for pipes: Under seat for chart table.
Life harness slings: Under seat for chart table.
Sail repair: -------------------------------------------
Elastic cords: ---------------------------------------
Glue, paint, grease etc: Cupboard in front of chart table.
Motor oil, cooling liquid etc: Cupboard under the chart table.

Problems

No power to start motor
Use starter cables and connect to the service battery. It is not intended for starting but might
work. If this is also empty, use the front winch battery which must be taken out and taken back.
Finally the bow thruster battery could be used

Motor difficult to start and then stops
Could be air in the system. Open the air bleeding screw (10mm) and pump with the hand pump
until no bubbles come out, close the bleeding screw, see figure below. Note the location of the
bleeding screw is different from the illustration in the manual.
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Hand pump (black rubber) for diesel and bleeding screw a bit down and left from pump.

Motor running irregularly or stops
Could be a blocked filter. It might be possible to keep it running by using the manual pump. If
the diesel flow is blocked by a filter, there will be no return of diesel to the tank. This can be
checked by taking off the return hose from the tank and see if any diesel comes out when the
motor is running. If no diesel comes out, a filter is blocked (most likely the pre-filter). Note we
have a special tool for hose clamps.

Fridge stops
Check the fuse under the sink, it has a bad connection. Also the connection to the fridge is a bit
loose, and should be improved.
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Last service or replacement of parts

In order to remember when things were done, here is  an approximate list:

Motor service and filters: October 2021 by jh
Valves in motor: Spring 2022 by Ionion
New gearbox: July 2019
Oil change in gearbox: October 2021 by jh
Motor cooling liquid: April 2018
Impeller: Spring 2022 by Ionion

Starter battery: July 2021
Front winch battery: July 2021
Bow thruster battery: July  2021
Service battery: July 2021
Toilet pump: July 2019
Gas hoses: May 2019
Liferaft: New 2018, serviced spring 2022
Outboard: New 2019, serviced in 2021

Quick guide to paying TEPAI online

1.Registration Process

● Go to https://www.aade.gr/polites/etepai
● Click “Login to the application” to register
● Change the language to English from the right top corner
● Click the “Register” button for ETEPAI users
● Fill in the short form and wait for your confirmation email
● Click the HERE button in your confirmation email and login
● Click the new application button (in green)
● Fill out all the details that you can about your boat
● Click the green button at the top right labeled Temporary Submitted
● If this all looks correct then click the red Submit button
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● You will get an email with 2 attachments. Print them both off or save them as
downloads, you will need to show these to the port police on arrival

2.Pay online the TEPAI Tax

Go to your online bank and enter:

● Recipient bank: BNGRGRAA (Bank of Greece)
● IBAN (field 59 of swift): GR1201000230000000481090510
● Remittance information ( field 70 of swift): the 20 numbers (no letters,

punctuation and spaces) of TEPAI payment code found in the confirmation email
● Take a screenshot of the evidence
● Press CONFIRM

A day later (up to 3-4 if over a weekend) you should see the money has left your
account. Login back into your TEPAI account to see if the money has been received.
Make a screenshot of the part where it is confirmed that the money has been paid.
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